Men's Choir

Title
O Sacrum Convivium - Victoria, Oxford No. 41.024
Ständchen - Schubert, Lawson-Gould (G. Schirmer) No. 521
Die Rose stand im Tau - Schumann, Broude (Tetra) A.B.241
Beati mortui - Mendelssohn, Lawson-Gould (G. Schirmer) 5170
Inveni David - Bruckner, Peters No. 6318
The Ruins - Kodály, Universal 312-40595
The Vagabond - Vaughan Williams, Boosey & Hawkes 5454
Dirge for Two Veterans - Holst, E.C. Schirmer ECS No.2113
The Demon of the Gibbet - Hindemith, Schott
Tarantella - R. Thompson, E. C. Schirmer 560
The Ballad of Little Musgrave and Lady Barnard - Britten, B & H 1992
The Silver Trumpet - Nathan Corbitt, Hinshaw HMC-463
Mumblin' Word - arr. Don Weiss, Music 70 M70-48
Feasting I Watch - Edward Elgar, Novello No. 16 0204
Annabel Lee - Gordon Getty, Rork/Presser 392-00498
Cantique de Jean Racine - Faure/Scott, Hinshaw HMC-714
Canticle - Conte, E.C. Schirmer ECS 4170
Poor Little Jesus - arr. Hancock, Augsburg 11-2369
I'm Buildin' Me a Home - arr. Uzee Brown, Lawson-Gould 52366
Joshua - arr. Robert Sells, Hinshaw HMC-877
Three Christmas Carols - arr. Carl Zytowski, Oxford No. 94.107
Loudly Shout His Praise - Maruice Greene, Concordia, 98-2301

Rec - South Carolina
Rec - Notre Dame
Rec - South Carolina
Rec - Noble
Rec - Raytown South
Rec - Noble
Rec - SWBTS
Rec - East Tenn.
Rec - Georgia
Rec - Notre Dame
Rec - East Tenn.
Rec - SWBTS
Rec - Bowling Green
Rec - Noble
Rec - East Tenn.
Rec - Raytown South
Rec - Conte
Rec - Bowling Green
Rec - Raytown South
Rec - Bowling Green
Rec - SWBTS
Rec - Notre Dame
Rec - Georgia